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Introduction to the Puzzle analysis 

 
The Puzzle is a communication analysis which can be used in many situations 
where people’s differences are important, such as in recruitment, group 
development, management development, sales development and communication. 
 
Everyone has different behavioural styles. Some people call this personal chemistry, but 
behavioural style is also about how we deal with different tasks. Knowing and 
understanding each other’s behavioural styles creates a more open corporate climate. 
The Puzzle is a tool which gives greater self-insight and makes communication easier. 
 
The Puzzle is based on a number of elements, including William Moulton Marston’s (1) 
DISC model. The Puzzle describes an individual’s natural behaviour (basic behaviour) 
and how he/she adapts to a certain environment or surroundings (adapted behaviour). 
 
The Puzzle highlights the various ways of behaving using puzzle pieces and colours. 
 
The following DISC characteristics are represented by the following colours: 
D = Dominance – red puzzle 
I = Influence – yellow puzzle 
S = Stability – green puzzle  
C = Compliance – blue puzzle piece 
 
(1) William Moulton Marston (1893-1947), who published ‘Emotions of Normal People’ in 1928. 
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Basic behaviour 

 
Basic behaviour describes your natural behaviour. It reflects 
how you approach those around you when you feel secure and 
relaxed. 

 
The general pattern in your profile is probably the most effective 
with regard to relationships with others in a wider sense. You find it 
easy to be at your ease with others and your easygoing nature means 
that you feel comfortable even with people you do not know. You 
are often persuasive and charming. Steadiness in your profile means 
that you also have the ability to listen in a relaxed way when the situation so requires. 
You normally also have a sympathetic ear for others and are prepared to help solve their 
problems if possible. At those times you can be a somewhat more passive receiver of 
other people's thoughts and feelings. 
 
You are generally interested in personal matters and understand others. You are 
motivated by social contact and appreciate the support and approval of others. Many of 
your contacts with other people are based on feelings and you have very good 
communication skills. Not only can you formulate your own message, you are also able 
to listen to the views of others. You often behave confidently and at the same time are 
warm and friendly with those around you. Your free and easy style and genuine interest 
in other's thoughts and feelings means that people usually come to you for advice and 
support. 
 
Despite the fact that this is undoubtedly strengths, you have a tendency to 
overemphasise the social side of your nature. You can be less interested in productivity 
and efficiency and occasionally your attitude towards this may be negative, particularly if 
you perceive that these more formal activities conflict with a positive relationship with 
another person. 
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Some distinguishing characteristics 

 
All combinations of behavioural factors are associated with characteristics that 
can be described as strengths, but also ones that can be limiting. Based on your 
answers you will get a general description of some of your most distinguishing 
traits. 

 
You are a warm, open person who is sensitive and responsive to the needs of others 
while having great faith in your social skills. You can be both active and supportive in 
social contexts. Just as you have the ability to persuade others that your ideas and views 
are sound, you can also listen to other people's problems. You often contribute to 
creating a positive atmosphere in the workplace.  
 
Perhaps your most significant limitation is that you find it difficult to handle rejection. 
You seek positive attention from people around you and you easily lose motivation if 
that attention is lacking. That also applies if your work involves rejection from 
colleagues or clients. Your performance will then probably suffer. 
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It is natural for you 

 
Different behaviour styles include different ways to approach your surrounding 
environment. Surroundings include other people, events, circumstance and 
demands in a given situation. Based on your answers you will get some examples 
of how you usually deal with your surroundings. 

 
● to accept the consequences of your actions 
● to accept responsibility for the decisions you make  
● to rather believe in your own views than to always reach consensus decisions 
● to not always follow stated instructions if you have other views on how a task should 

be handled 
● to create motivation in a work group in a positive manner. 
● be the one who encourages others in the work group.  
● to sell your views and new ideas in a friendly way. 
● to convince others that your new ideas are the right ones. 
● to not make any heavy demands on others 
● to seldom allow yourself to be stressed  
● to prefer to solve conflicts without harsh words 
● to appreciate friendly relationships 
● to be able to connect things in new and unexpected ways 
● to be more considerate of function than tradition  
● to be creative and independent 
● to want to influence your own situation 

 

This motivates you 

 
What motivates one behaviour style is often not at all motivating for another. 
Below are a few statements that can be important for you to feel motivated. 

 
● to encourage and inspire others  
● to bring people around to your views 
● to have warm and friendly relationships in the workplace  
● to resolve disagreements in peaceful ways 
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This is how you communicate with others 

 
Different behaviour styles have different ways of communicating with their 
surroundings. It could be said that it is about typical ways of behaving in order to 
communicate a message to those around you. Below are a few descriptions of how 
you communicate with others. 

 
● You have the ability to motivate others and get them to support you when in comes 

to selling in a new idea  
● You like to use friendly persuasion to achieve your aims 
● You do not make any greater demands on others  
● You prefer friendly relationships and think that conflicts are unpleasant 

 

Consequenses of your way of communicating 

 
Here is some advice on how you can manage the consequences of your way of 
communicating. 

 
● Be prepared for the fact that there are always people who do not want to change  
● Sometimes you can need to be firmer 
● Even you can have the right to make demands  
● Sometimes you have to dare to stand up for your views 
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This is how you organise and plan 

 
Some behaviour styles place great emphasis on organising and planning their 
work, while others do not think this is so important. The following descriptions 
can be relevant for you. 

 
Formal behaviour and rigid rules appear to you as inhibition. You work better in an open 
environment where your actions are not subject to detailed supervision. You are 
therefore not someone who naturally makes long-term plans, even though you normally 
think before you act. 

 

This is how you make decisions 

 
Decisions can be made in different ways. Some behaviour styles want to base 
decisions on data and facts, while others rely more on 'gut feeling'. Your way of 
making decisions can be described as follows. 

 
You are a sociable, friendly person who takes the opinions and feelings of others into 
consideration. That also applies when you make decisions. You always try to minimise 
any negative effects of a decision on colleagues and others. Since much of your decision-
making is based on personal feelings, it may be necessary for you to carry out a more 
thorough assessment, particularly when important decisions are to be made. 
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Value to the organisation 

 
All behavioural styles have qualities which are important to the organisation in 
which they work. Below are some of your contributions. 

 
● You take responsibility for your actions and try not to hide behind excuses 
● You perceived as secure and stable in the work group  
● You are an independent person who does not want to be heavily supervised 
● You have the ability to independently find solutions for how en work task is to be 

handled 
● With your good communication skills you can often generate enthusiasm among 

others 
● You are good at encouraging and inspiring others  
● You have an ability to win the support of others for your new ideas without being 

aggressive 
● Your are a very good communicator 
● You are not so easily stressed 
● You work calmly and methodically without making demands on your surroundings  
● You appreciate matter-of-fact and calm discussions 
● You have a friendly attitude 
● You do not feel bound by established experience 
● You have the ability to connect things in new and unexpected ways  
● You prefer to go your own way 
● You can make decisions and act independently of others 

 

Information for your manager 

 
Different behaviour styles need to be managed in different ways to do good work 
and enjoy the tasks. Here your boss will get a few tips that can be useful to both of 
you in your relationship. 

 
● Be aware that you can be sensitive and easily upset  
● Build a lasting relationship with you rather than simply giving instructions or 

demanding explanations 
● Understand that you function best when you do not need to work under time pressure 
● Ask for your views on an issue, since you can have difficulty presenting a critical 

opinion 
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This is how you can increase your efficiency 

 
Here are a few suggestions to help you develop your ability to work with others and 
carry out your tasks more effectively. 

 

You may need others who: 

● are selfmotivating and can take the initiative
 

● can start and get others started on a project or challenge 
● can work under unpredictable circumstances 
● focus on work tasks 
● seeks and finds facts as a basis for decisions 
● are honest and get to the point 
● are logical and deal with problems methodically 
● prefer to work with practical things rather than with relationships and people 
● follow up results of work on your own initiative 

 

You may need to: 

● obtain confirmation of your personal value
 

● help to implement decisions 
● guidelines for performance of tasks 
● a clear understanding of when work must be completed 
● make objective decisions 
● feel involvement and participation in decisions 
● be able to prioritise and establish time frames 
● be prepared for the fact that not everyone agrees 
● be more decisive and keep to decisions once they are made 
● not perceive feedback as criticism 
● learn to put up with the fact that people have different opinions 
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Adapted behaviour 

 
Your adapted behaviour 
reflects the changes you feel 
you need to make in order to fit 
into a given situation, at work 
for example. You can 
determine what adaptations 
you make in relation to your 
basic behaviour. 

 
Different environments give rise to different behaviour on your part. How you relate to 
others depends largely on the circumstances under which the meeting takes place. In a 
close circle of colleagues and friends, your behaviour can be confident and extrovert. In 
more formal contexts, or when you are under more pressure, for example in a job 
interview, your self-confidence seems to disappear and your behaviour becomes more 
passive and reserved. In most cases you demonstrate more of the easygoing, extrovert 
behaviour represented by Influence, rather than the more cautious, reserved behaviour 
represented by the Compliance factor. Your confident, communicative side therefore 
emerges more often than your uncommunicative, cautious side. 
 
You have the ability to adapt your behaviour according to circumstances. In less formal 
situations, your social side is more prominent, while your passive, uncommunicative 
side is toned down. In such circumstances, you can be both extrovert and enthusiastic. 
This social side is perhaps more visible in your private life and probably emerges less 
often in your working life. You are friendly and cooperative by nature and therefore 
prefer to work in a positive, open environment, where you have the opportunity to build 
strong relationships with work colleagues. With your ability to adapt, you prefer to obey 
rules and procedures rather than act on your own initiative. 
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This is how you approach difficulties and 
challenges 

 
Dominance features or the Red puzzle piece determine how different behavioural 
styles deal with difficulties and challenges. People with a lot of Red in their 
behavioural style are courageous, unafraid and energetic. They do not shy away 
from problems, and are often able to see how challenges can be overcome. When 
relating to others, they are up-front and direct. Patience is not one of their 
strengths, and they become angry easily. 

 

Basic behaviour 
 
It is natural for you to stand by the decisions you have made and accept responsibility for 
the consequences. You are usually unafraid of confrontation if your decisions were to be 
questioned. If you have delegated a responsibility and decisions have been made you 
usually also feel responsibility for them. This is most often a positive characteristic, but 
remember that you perhaps cannot always be the one who “saves the world”. 
 
Adapted behaviour 
 
You are usually a careful person who does not want to take any unnecessary risks. 
Before you make an important decision you weigh the pros and cons. Your decisions are 
therefore often well considered and well founded. One downside can be that you can 
miss an opportunity because it takes too long for you to reach a decision. 

 

Adaptation 

In your current work situation, you feel that you need to appear less determined and 
controlling than you normally do. You believe that your work situation requires you to 
behave in a more humble, more accommodating manner, often as a result of the fact that 
you have to work with someone who is more Dominant than you. However, the shift 
between basic behaviour and adapted behaviour is not particularly great; maintaining this 
does not therefore require a great deal of mental energy, and it is rarely something which 
will make you feel pressurised. 
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This is how you communicate your thoughts 
and ideas to those around you 

 
Influence features or the Yellow puzzle piece determine how different 
behavioural styles communicate their thoughts and ideas to those around them. 
People with a lot of Yellow in their behavioural style are sociable and extroverted. 
They like to believe the best of people, and find it easy to mix with people even if 
they do not know them. They are extremely eloquent, and are able to win others 
over to their point of view with their friendly persuasion. They need positive 
appreciation in order to do themselves justice, and may find criticism hard to 
take. 

 

Basic behaviour 
 
With your positive and enthusiastic attitude you are usually very expressive in displaying 
your interest in a subject. Thanks to this you often have the ability to motivate others 
and gain their support when you want to “sell” a new idea. In a work group often you are 
responsible for positive encouragement and inspiration. One downside can be that you, 
under pressure, can react by being sarcastic and ironic. 
 
Adapted behaviour 
 
You usually have a positive belief that everything will work out for the best. You are 
optimistic concerning both your own and others’ abilities. Your positive attitude is often 
contagious and also gets them to feel job satisfaction and involvement. People can 
however sometimes think that you take things too lightly. 

 

Adaptation 

In your current work situation, you feel that you are required to behave in a more formal 
and disciplined manner. You therefore try to be more structured and organised in the 
way in which you go about your tasks. However, the shift between basic behaviour and 
adapted behaviour is not particularly great; maintaining this does not therefore require a 
great deal of mental energy, and it is rarely something which will make you feel 
pressurised. 
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This is how you respond to the pace of your 
surroundings 

 
Stability features or the Green puzzle piece determine how different behavioural 
styles deal with the pace of their surroundings. People with a lot of Green in their 
behavioural style are calm and patient, and rarely show what they are thinking 
and feeling. They value harmony and stability in their surroundings. They may 
therefore find it hard to deal with unforeseen or sudden changes. They are often 
loyal team players who are keen to complete a task which they have taken on. 

 

Basic behaviour 
 
You are usually a stable person who is not easily stressed. You have accepted that there 
are things in life that can’t be changed. You prefer a quiet and peaceful life instead of 
hustle and bustle. You want to perform your tasks in a calm and consistent manner and 
do not make any greater demands on others. With your relaxed attitude you often 
develop warm and friendly relationships with people in your surroundings. 
 
Adapted behaviour 
 
Even if you prefer a degree of stability in life you are often alert to changes and can be 
the one who takes the initiative when you see that something can be done in a "better" 
way. 

 

Adaptation 

In your current work situation, you feel that you need to increase the pace and be more 
focused on completing your tasks within set timescales. However, the shift between 
basic behaviour and adapted behaviour is not particularly great; maintaining this does not 
therefore require a great deal of mental energy, and it is rarely something which will 
make you feel pressurised. 
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This is how you respond to the rules and 
procedures in your surroundings 

 
Conformity features or the Blue puzzle piece determine how different 
behavioural styles deal with the rules and regulations in their surroundings. 
People with a lot of Blue in their behavioural style have a real need for control 
and security. They therefore want to know what authority they have, and are 
careful to keep within given boundaries. They are disciplined and attentive to 
detail. They strive for a high level of quality in the work they carry out, and may 
find it hard to deliver work which does not meet their high standards. They may 
therefore find it hard to stick to deadlines. 

 

Basic behaviour 
 
You are a creative problem-solver, who does not feel bound by tested experience and 
established procedures. Your ability to think outside the box is often an asset. Your 
unconventional attitude can however be perceived by more cautious people as both 
inappropriate and risky. 
 
Adapted behaviour 
 
You prefer that discussions are held at a matter-of-fact level. You can even be somewhat 
restrained in sharing your viewpoints, if you are not asked directly. With your controlled 
attitude, others can have difficulty “reading you” and knowing where you actually stand 
on an issue. Personally you can think that people who are too emotional are superficial 
and irrational. 

 

Adaptation 

In your current work situation, you feel that you need to be more attentive to details than 
is normally the case. This often leads to you relying less on your own judgement, 
preferring to ask for advice before deciding how to act. If Conformity does not feature 
strongly in your basic behaviour and the shift is large, this adaptation requires a 
considerable amount of energy and may be hard to maintain over a longer period of time. 
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Different dimensions of the puzzle 

 
There are four basic emotions in the puzzle. These can be described in behavioral 
terms. 

 

 

This is how you approach difficulties and challenges

Patience Anger

This is how you communicate your thoughts and ideas to those around you

Pessimism Optimism

This is how you respond to the pace of your surroundings

Vivid Placid

This is how you respond to the rules and procedures in your surroundings

Fearless Fear
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Your personal playing field 

 
The playing field shows you the changes which you make from your basic 
behaviour to your adapted behaviour. 

 
Consider the following questions 
1. In which situations do you feel that 
you need to make these adaptations? 
2. With which people do you make these 
adaptations? 
3. In which tasks do you feel that you 
need to make these adaptations? 
4. Why do you think you make these 
adaptations? 
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The playing field of the group 

 
The position in the diagram shows the total effect of all four behavioural factors. You 
can compare your position in the diagram with other people’s positions. The arrow goes 
from your basic to your adapted behaviour. 
 

 

1: Wayne Buckhanan
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Prominent qualities in your behavioural style 

 
Qualities which can be seen in both your basic behaviour and your adapted 
behaviour are qualities which you often use. These qualities often become 
permanent over time. The qualities are presented on a falling scale, with the most 
prominent quality appearing first and the least prominent quality appearing last. 
(See appendix for more information about all qualities) 

 

Assertive 

Assertive people have good self-confidence and rarely doubt themselves when it comes 
to contact with other people. They appreciate social situations and like to interact with 
others on a more personal level. They also find it easy to mix with strangers, and are 
often the ones who take the initiative to make contact in such situations. They are not 
necessarily obstinate, normally preferring to keep things on a more open and friendly 
level.

Influential
 

Communication is important to influential people. They are open and extroverted in 
their manner, but they may find it hard to concentrate on everyday tasks. They are easily 
distracted when the opportunity for social interaction arises. They give the impression of 
security and, with their lively manner, they find it easy to influence others without 
appearing obstinate.

Enthusiastic
 

Enthusiastic people are friendly and extroverted. They like a fast pace. Their eager 
attitude clearly shows their commitment to an issue. Their enthusiasm often helps to 
instil job satisfaction and motivation in those around them.

Patient
 

Patient people often appreciate open and friendly relationships with others, and rarely 
feel hurried. They prefer to work at their own pace, and are persistent and tenacious. 
When they are assigned a task, they also ensure that it is completed. They can therefore 
work well in situations which others would find monotonous or boring.
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Prominent qualities 

 
Here, the intensity of the twelve qualities which are associated with the colours 
are shown in a bar chart. 
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Qualities presented in diagram form 

 
Unexploited qualities: Prominent in basic behaviour, but not used in the adapted 
behaviour. Displayed under calm and relaxed circumstances, and under pressure. 
Prominent qualities: Prominent in both basic behaviour and adapted behaviour. 
Displayed in various situations, and become permanent over time. 
Hidden qualities: Rarely displayed in either basic behaviour or adapted behaviour. 
Situation-dependent qualities: Prominent in adapted behaviour, but not in basic 
behaviour. Remain prominent as long as the perceived situation prevails. 
Available qualities: Qualities which can be hidden or used when needed (located 
inside the diamond in the center of the diagram). 

 
Unexploited qualities Prominent qualities

Hidden qualities Situation-dependent qualities

1: Performance oriented 2: Self-motivating 3: Independent 4: Influential
5: Enthusiastic 6: Assertive 7: Patient 8: Thoughtful
9: Firm 10: Co-operative 11: Cautious 12: Perceptive
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Introduction : Carrot 

 
Why is it important to know what motivates an employee? Simply because motivation is about 
personal values and about what is meaningful in life. Different individuals see things differently. For 
employees to be motivated, the environment and salary system in the workplace must support 
people's personal driving forces. Motivation is about winning employees’ "hearts", not appealing to 
their intelligence! 

 
Is capital punishment right or wrong? Should we apply gender quotas when recruiting? Is it good or bad if 
a person is interested in power and personal success? These are all emotive questions. There are arguments 
both for and against. A value is a fundamental conviction that involves 
 

● judgments and assessments 
● it indicates what is right/wrong/desirable 
● it tends to be relatively stable and lasting 
● it is established early in life through the influence of parents, teachers, friends and others 
● guidance on preferred behaviour, both from a personal and a social perspective 

 
Attitudes are a measure of our state of mind, our views and judgements on the world we live in. They 
reflect the point of view we have adopted on the basis of our values and are more flexible than values. An 
attitude involves emotive statements on things/occurrences, events or people. ”I like my job” is an example 
of an attitude I may have towards my work. 
 
Attitudes consist of three components: 
 

● A cognitive component: a conscious thought, e.g., ”It’s wrong to discriminate against people on 
grounds of race, sex or religion.” 

● An emotional component: an emotional content, e.g. ”I don’t like my boss because he 
discriminates .....” 

● A behavioural component: an intention to behave in a certain way in relation to something/someone, 
e.g. ”I avoid the boss because he discriminates .....” 

 
Attitudes fulfil various functions for an individual: 

● Attitudes give meaning to life (knowledge). Politics or religious ideologies often fulfil this function.
 

● Attitudes help us express ourselves. They help us define who we are and thereby make us feel good 
● Attitudes also have an instrumental function. We make use of certain attitudes because we think we 

will be rewarded or punished, e.g. when we flatter someone, or when we keep our ideas to ourselves if 
we think our opinions may be unpopular. 

● Attitudes defend our ego. We can use an attitude to justify an action that would otherwise make us feel 
guilty. We may, for example, have conflicting feelings towards a parent or a partner, though our values 
tell us that we must love them wholeheartedly. 

 
Research shows that people strive to achieve agreement between their attitudes (driving forces) and their 
behaviour and wish to appear rational and consistent. We feel uncomfortable when this is not possible. We 
try to recover the balance between attitudes and behaviour through changing either our attitudes or our 
behaviour. When fundamental values and attitudes of indivuals are known, it is possible to predict their 
behaviour and understand why they behave as they do. An employee normally has a higher level of 
performance and satisfaction if his/her values agree with those of the organisation. Leaders may try and act 
in such a way as to create positive attitudes towards work.
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Description of the seven driving forces 

 
● Individuals whose main driving force is knowledge are mainly interested in discovery, fact-

finding and information. ”It is a pleasure to know things!” These individuals like to adopt 
contemplative attitudes and often ignore an object's beauty, practical use or financial value. 
Individuals whose driving force is knowledge want to find and understand the relationships 
between things. They observe reality through critical and rational eyes. 

● Individuals whose main driving force is economic have a strong interest in money. They focus 
on profitability and want to see financial returns on their investments. Investments can be in the 
form of both time and money. People whose driving force is financial strive to achieve the 
security brought by financial success. They may feel the need to outdo others when it comes to 
financial and material success. 

● Individuals whose main driving force is self-fulfilment are keenly interested in personal 
development and wellbeing. People who are driven by self-fulfilment value environments which 
leave room for creativity and innovative thinking. The need for personal development may be 
expressed as a wish to put one's own or other people's ideas to the test. Internal reflection and 
feedback are natural working methods, which means that these individuals will appreciate 
environments which allow this. 

● Individuals whose main driving force is practical appreciate careful creation and a sensible use 
of resources. Manufacture and creation are key concepts in this driving force. People with a 
practical driving force have an eye for things which may come in handy and be put to practical 
use. They are often good with their hands and have the capacity to start up, manage and 
complete projects. They like to show others what they have produced or created. 

● Individuals whose main driving force is consideration are interested in other people, their 
teamwork and their wellbeing. They are often seen as friendly, pleasant and unselfish. They are 
occasionally willing to sacrifice their own profit (making money) if it would turn out to be a loss 
to someone else. People who have such a strong sense of consideration may feel that people 
who are driven by forces such as knowledge, practicality and leadership are indifferent and 
insensitive. 

● Individuals whose main driving forces are power - influence seek control and power. The need 
for control can be expressed in different ways, partly as self-control and partly as control over 
other people. Individuals whose driving force is leadership look above all for personal power, 
influence and praise. With influential people it is often important to understand the ground rules 
and maintain a good relationship. Their driving force can also be expressed as a desire to control 
important decisions and decide when and how resources are to be used. 

● Individuals with an ethical - moral driving force are characterised by a desire for justice. This 
can appear as a wish to work in organisations with clear structures, rules and common standards 
and values. The main interest behind this can be described as wanting to support the ""good 
forces"" behind the organisation or the society as a whole. Individuals with a strong ethical-
moral drive have an overarching set of values for what is right and wrong, which they use as a 
guiding light. 
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On the basis of your answers in the analysis, you 
have obtained the following percentage distribution 
of the various driving forces. 
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Your strongest driving force: Practical 

 
Individuals with a strong practical driving force value practical creation and 
sensible use of resources. To make and to create are the key concepts in this driving 
force. Individuals whose driving force is practical have an eye for things that can be 
of practical use. They are often dexterous and have the ability to start, carry on and 
complete projects. They like to show others what they have produced and made. 

 
Standard marks denoting driving forces: 

● they prefer to plan a process according to their own practical experience
 

● have the ability to identify how resources can be used in the best way 
● can sometimes exceed financial constraints in the planning and performance of a 

project in order to obtain a better, more durable result 

 
Example of overuse of driving force: 

● can act as a "slave driver" in order to implement a project
 

● can in certain circumstances allow functionality to take precedence over finance and 
form 

● the "can do it yourself" principle can become too explicit 

 
Situations or factors that can lead to discomfort or stress: 

● when the project does not keep to established timetables
 

● when the job is more difficult than planned and sufficient resources are not available 
● when others do not perceive a project to be successful, despite the fact that it actually 

works 
● when the strongest driving forces are not fulfilled, the individual will show some lack 

of interest. 

 
Important things you can convey to those around you which increase your 
motivation: 

● appreciate and value results and functionality
 

● allow you to contribute with practical points of view when planning and implementing 
a project 

● do not just value good investments in terms of money or form 
● allow you to take part in the planning and performance of projects and processes of a 

practical nature 
● show appreciation for and recognition of your experience and your practical skills 
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Your next strongest driving force: Self-fulfilment 

 
Individuals with self-fulfilment as a strong driving force have a great interest in 
personal development and well-being. An individual with self-fulfilment as his 
driving force values environments that allow space for creativity and fresh ideas. 
Personal development can take the form of a wish for space to try out one’s own or 
others’ ideas. Contemplation and feedback is a natural working method. That 
means that individuals appreciate surroundings that allow time and space for that. 

 
Standard marks denoting driving forces: 

● see work as a way of fulfilling themselves
 

● expressive and communicative as far as innovation is concerned 
● can become passive and evasive in situations that involve personal failure  

or discomfort 
● appreciate people who express their creativity 

 
Example of overuse of driving force: 

● their own development can be at the expense of the job/unit
 

● excessively broad and “over the top ideas” where risk assessment is weak 
● do not listen to suggestions from those around them 

 
Situations or factors that can lead to discomfort or stress: 

● people who only value a rational, objective approach
 

● perceived obstacles to personal development 
● when those around them are critical of ideas or unwilling to listen to them 
● when the strongest driving forces are not fulfilled, the individual will show some lack 

of interest. 

 
Important things you can convey to those around you which increase your 
motivation: 

● encourage your wish for personal development
 

● see your suggestions for change as a positive contribution to the job 
● understand that not everything has an answer and allow time for consideration and 

reflection 
● that you can work in open, sympathetic surroundings where people can express 

themselves freely 
● allow you access to training so you can continue with your personal development 
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Your third strongest driving force: Knowledge 

 
Individuals with knowledge as their strong driving force are mainly interested in 
finding things out and seeking facts and information. ”It’s a pleasure to know!” 
These individuals prefer to adopt a “thinking” attitude and often ignore such 
aspects as an object’s beauty, practical use or financial value. Individuals with 
knowledge as their driving force wish to observe and understand connections. 
He/she sees the work through rational, critical eyes. 

 
Standard marks denoting driving forces: 

● values are perceived and can be described as rational and wise
 

● seldom analyse and assess subjectively, but prefer to take an objective view 
● use their knowledge and competence to produce high-quality work 

 
Example of overuse of driving force: 

● The individual can be so absorbed in his search for knowledge that his relationships 
with those around him suffer. Everyday tasks may be wholly or partly overridden by 
other priorities  

● Safety and security may come in second place when it is a question of seeking “the 
truth” 

 
Situations or factors that can lead to discomfort or stress: 

● for example, when there is no time to compile enough information before making a 
decision 

● careless statements by others and facts lacking any basis 
● work situations that do not encourage the power of intellectual reasoning 
● when the strongest driving forces are not fulfilled, the individual will show some lack 

of interest. 

 
Important things you can convey to those around you which increase your 
motivation: 

● focuses on the rational
 

● presents information in a fact-based, credible manner 
● allows you the opportunity to continually pick up new knowledge by, for example, 

training or other intellectual challenges 
● allow time and space to read up on a subject 
● that you are given challenges that involve testing of your knowledge
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Your fourth strongest driving force: Power - Influence
 
Individuals with power - influence as their driving force seek control and power. 
The need for control can take different forms. It may partly involve self-control, but 
can also include control over others. An individual with leadership as a strong 
driving force primarily seeks personal power, influence and renown. It is often 
important to understand the rules of the game and have good contacts with 
influential people. The driving force can also be expressed as a wish for control over 
important decisions and how and when resources may be used. 

 
Standard marks denoting driving forces: 

● make use of power factors as a means of achieving success
 

● seek opportunities for your own advancement 
● take a leading role in teamwork 
● feel comfortable in a hierarchical power system where there is a clear distribution of 

roles 

 
Example of overuse of driving force: 

● insensitive to how others may perceive, e.g. a decision
 

● can take the credit for others’ work 
● own success can be more important than the well-being of others 
● can in certain situations overestimate his own position in issues of authority and 

power 

 
Situations or factors that can lead to discomfort or stress: 

● decisions and/or orders from someone who does not have the right authority
 

● discussions that do not lead to anything 
● not be be consulted in a decision-making process that affects your sphere of work 
● when the strongest driving forces are not fulfilled, the individual will show some lack 

of interest. 

 
Important things you can convey to those around you which increase your 
motivation: 

● point out possible advantages to you in an issue
 

● keep to the subject 
● be prepared to defend and stand up for your opinions 
● gives you authority and space for decision making 
● that you are given challenges that lead to promotion and greater authority 
● let you take part and be consulted before decisions affecting you are made 
● career planning with a clear goal 
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Description of various combinations of driving forces
 
Practical/Self-fulfilment 

 
● practical creation is self-fulfilment  
● discovering practical solutions to a problem is a pleasure in itself  
● problem-solving works best in an open, creative environment 

 
Knowledge/Practical 

 
● the more knowledge you have, the better your solutions to practical problems  
● knowledge leads to more effective use of resources  
● devoting time to looking for knowledge before starting a project ensures that many mistakes can 

be avoided 

 
Practical/Power - Influence 

 
● practical ability gives power and influence  
● sensible use of resources is a prerequisite for good leadership  
● to be able to make the things I need myself makes me independent of others 

 
Knowledge/Self-fulfilment 

 
● knowledge is never too heavy to carry  
● knowledge is a prerequisite to enable me to achieve my personal goals  
● curiosity is the key to self-fulfilment 

 
Self-fulfilment/Power - Influence 

 
● uses his influence to enable others to fulfil their personal potential  
● likes to finish things off neatly  
● it is important for leaders to set a good example 

 
Knowledge/Power - Influence 

 
● knowledge is power  
● knowledge is used to attain superior positions and better negotiating conditions  
● the more you know about your competitors, the more options you have 
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Red behavioural style with different driving forces 

 

(White fields applies to your profile while gray fields does not apply.)

 

Practical A Red person with a concern for utility (Practical) as a driving force 
often has a hands-on attitude to problem-solving. Such people trust 
their previous experience and do not hesitate to pull up their sleeves 
and get their hands dirty.

Self-
fulfilment

A Red person with a self-fulfilment driving force is happiest with 
tasks that challenge his or her personal limits. Such people may be 
proponents of internal skills development, both their own and 
others’.

Knowledge Red people are naturally driven and competitive. With knowledge 
as their driving force, they often assume the role of “expert,” doling 
out weighty explanations of how everything fits together and how a 
problem is to be solved. They often have difficulty accepting 
counterarguments.

Power - 
Influence

A Red person with the driving force of Power - Influence wants to 
have control over the situation. Such people endeavour to acquire a 
position in the organisation in which they work, and in society 
generally. They often have a large network of influential people.

Consideration The Consideration driving force softens the dominant character of 
Red people. While the person may still be perceived as dominant, 
behind the dominant façade lie good intentions.

Economic Red people with an economic driving force are prone to making sure 
that whatever is good for the company has financial benefits for 
themselves as well. May be daring risk-takers in business deals.

Ethical - 
Moral

Red people with an ethical/moral driving force retain their 
forcefulness and goal-orientation. They may be committed and 
driving, regarding ethical behaviour, and often seem overly honest 
in business transactions. They can also hold leading positions in 
politics and non-profit organisations.
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Yellow behavioural style with different driving forces 

 

(White fields applies to your profile while gray fields does not apply.)

 

Practical Yellow people with a practical driving force have an ability to find 
creative solutions using existing resources. They often enjoy crafts 
and may have an artistic bent. They are keen to display their work 
for others.

Self-fulfilment Yellow people with self-fulfilment as their driving force are 
happiest in creative environments that welcome innovation and a 
desire to experiment. They do not necessarily care whether the 
“experiments” are financially viable or practically useful.

Knowledge Yellow people with knowledge as their driving force can be 
unusually focused,well-read and convincing on topics that interest 
them. They use knowledge to flesh out the ideas they want others to 
support.

Power - 
Influence

Yellow people are natural communicators. With Power - Influence 
as their driving force, they prefer to be on the scene where the 
decisions are made. They have a knack of creating networks of 
influential people.

Consideration The driving force of a Yellow person may show itself in a habit of 
encouraging the working group or the department to celebrate its 
triumphs and applauding strong performance. They are often the 
ones who remember birthdays and other such anniversaries.

Economic Yellow people with an economic driving force are conscious of the 
financial return their ideas may generate. They often use this as an 
argument to persuade others to support their projects and are 
hopeful that their project will generate profit for themselves.

Ethical - 
Moral

A Yellow person with an Ethical/Moral driving force can be a 
powerful fighter for justice and equality in the organisation of which 
they are a part. They usetheir strong communication skills to gather 
support for their opinions.
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Green behavioural style with different driving forces 

 

(White fields applies to your profile while gray fields does not apply.)

 

Practical Green people with a concern for utility (Practical) as their driving 
force are usually good at planning and organising their own work 
within their working group. They can see the best way to use 
resources – in a project, for instance.

Self-fulfilment Green people with Self-fulfilment as their driving force are often 
interested in “the human aspect” of life. For example, they might 
devote themselves to adult education courses and mental well-being

Knowledge Green people with knowledge as their driving force actively seek 
information before they adopt new procedures and techniques. They 
prefer to use their Knowledge to develop successful procedures and 
routines for their area of operations.

Power - 
Influence

Green people with Power - Influence as their driving force can be 
extremely skilful leaders. They are often consistent in their 
leadership style and can be extremely stubborn and resilient. They 
are likely to make considerate decisions.

Consideration Green people with Consideration as their driving force enjoy 
working in a team. They are trustworthy and helpful. They are often 
active in aid and supportorganisations.

Economic Green people with an Economic driving force prefer to implement 
well-planned, secure investments. They are economical in how they 
use resources and tend to think carefully about how to attain the 
best return of investment.

Ethical - 
Moral

Green people with an Ethical/Moral driving force work for the fair 
treatment of all employees. They may be the ones to actively 
promote equality issues.
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Blue behavioural style with different driving forces 

 

(White fields applies to your profile while gray fields does not apply.)

 

Practical A Blue person for whom a concern for utility (Practical) is their 
driving force is often a methodical person who does not leave 
anything to chance. Such people have a good sense of how a 
resource can be used reliably and in the manner that best serves the 
purpose.

Self-fulfilment Blue people with Self-fulfilment as their driving force tend to be 
perfectionists. They can devote a great deal of time to developing, 
say, a system, to perfection.

Knowledge Blue people for whom knowledge is their driving force are often the 
true experts in their field. They may present well-argued “proof” of 
their opinions and often ask critical questions.

Power - 
Influence

Blue people with Power - Influence as their driving force focus 
strongly on ensuring that all work performed is of a high standard. 
They may impose extremely high demands on staff-members or 
colleagues.

Consideration Blue people with Consideration as their driving force are happy to 
lend a helping hand to anyone who might need it. This is often 
expressed more in the form of practical guidance than emotional 
support.

Economic Blue people with an Economic driving force tend to carefully weigh 
the pros and cons before making any investments. They prefer to 
invest in quality products that last a long time.

Ethical - 
Moral

Blue people with an Ethical/Moral driving force are keenly aware of 
rules and regulations. They want everyone to meet high quality 
standards, and strive to promote honesty in business transactions.
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Appendix 

 
Explanations of the 12 qualities relation to the DISC-colours 

 

Performance oriented 
Achieving results is important to performance-oriented people. They may compromise 
on quality or details in order to achieve their goals. They are direct in their manner of 
communicating with others and they are able to assert their views effectively. However, 
they are not particularly interested in personal matters. Nor do they take an objective 
position and they are highly goal-oriented. They can make quick decisions without 
allowing themselves to be distracted. 

 

Self-motivating 
For self-motivated people, personal success is important. They are not particularly 
patient, preferring to see immediate results. They are easily irritated by others who 
cannot or do not want to keep up with their fast pace. They can absorb new information 
easily without losing sight of the goal. They take responsibility for their actions and are 
not afraid of confrontations. High levels of pressure are a natural feature of everyday life 
for them. 

 

Independent 
Independent people are highly self-sufficient and up-front. They prefer to go their own 
way, and are happiest when they do not need to take others into consideration. They are 
frustrated by rules and regulations which restrict their freedom of action. They may 
sometimes need to break rules and regulations in order to achieve results. They are 
highly competitive and always know where they are headed. 

 

Influential 
Communication is important to influential people. They are open and extroverted in 
their manner, but they may find it hard to concentrate on everyday tasks. They are easily 
distracted when the opportunity for social interaction arises. They give the impression of 
security and, with their lively manner, they find it easy to influence others without 
appearing obstinate. 
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Appendix, continued... 

 

Enthusiastic 
Enthusiastic people are friendly and extroverted. They like a fast pace. Their eager 
attitude clearly shows their commitment to an issue. Their enthusiasm often helps to 
instil job satisfaction and motivation in those around them. 

 

Assertive 
Assertive people have good self-confidence and rarely doubt themselves when it comes 
to contact with other people. They appreciate social situations and like to interact with 
others on a more personal level. They also find it easy to mix with strangers, and are 
often the ones who take the initiative to make contact in such situations. They are not 
necessarily obstinate, normally preferring to keep things on a more open and friendly 
level. 

 

Patient 
Patient people often appreciate open and friendly relationships with others, and rarely 
feel hurried. They prefer to work at their own pace, and are persistent and tenacious. 
When they are assigned a task, they also ensure that it is completed. They can therefore 
work well in situations which others would find monotonous or boring. 

 

Thoughtful 
Meditative people prefer to have time to think through an issue before deciding for 
themselves how they will deal with it. Before speaking, they choose their words 
carefully and plan their actions. Before making a final decision, they like to check what 
they are thinking with their colleagues. They may find it hard to meet time limits and 
deadlines. 
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Appendix, continued... 

 

Firm 
Principled people stick to their word and like to do what they have promised. They may 
find it hard to adapt to new situations, and prefer to have set routines and working 
methods to follow. They are highly loyal to the present and to the people in their 
immediate environment. They may be resistant when faced with changes, and need time 
to adapt. 

 

Co-operative 
It is important for co-operative people to know their own authority and rights, and those 
of others. They support their views with rules and procedures. They like to get support 
from employees and colleagues before making important decisions. As a result, they like 
to be included in a working party. By working with others, they avoid personal risk-
taking and the responsibility is shared with a number of other people. 

 

Cautious 
Cautious people find it hard to admit to a mistake, and therefore take care to check their 
work so that no errors creep in. They have a real need for security, and prefer to avoid all 
risk-taking. If an issue cannot be supported with facts, they may prefer not to deal with it 
rather than risking negative results. They are cautious when it comes to giving out 
information, and may find it hard to turn their ideas into actions or communicate them to 
others if they are not encouraged to do so. 

 

Perceptive 
Sensitive people have a strong feeling for what happens within their immediate 
surroundings and the changes which take place there. They often take note of things 
which other people don’t even notice or care about. However, they may also become 
bored or distracted easily. They prefer to check that no mistakes are made. They can 
sometimes be sensitive to other people’s views, and can easily feel that they are being 
criticised. 
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